Candidate Testimonials
“Stuart was very helpful in placing me in a new role in risk management. He is totally professional and efficient but is also
very supportive through the hiring process. He knows the market well and can identify matches and opportunities even
when the market is quiet. I strongly recommend Stuart.”
Candidate
“Stuart is a very professional, patient, attention to detail person. He guided me through the entire process and kept me
abreast with the latest at regular intervals. Highly recommended.”
Candidate
“Stuart successfully placed me in a model validation role that is an excellent fit. He was very supportive throughout the
interview process, and is a good communicator. He worked hard to understand both the hiring team and the candidate.
I would commend him to other hiring managers and aspiring candidates.”
Candidate
“Stuart made me aware of the opening of a position for my current role. The position did match my interests and my skill
set, and he was helpful and supportive during the interviewing process. I worked with him again when I was recruiting to
fill a position in my team. He provided a list of relevant candidates and followed up the process to ensure both sides were
happy with the conditions. It’s been a pleasure working with him.”
Candidate
“My experience of working with Stuart was exceptional. He successfully placed me into a modelling contracting role and
he consistently provided support during my assignment. Stuart is approachable and very professional. Highly recommended.”
Candidate
“Stuart was a great help and incredibly supportive during my interview process and placement at my current job. He went
the extra mile and was always willing to talk through any concerns and fears I had in changing roles and companies.”
Candidate
“Stuart is great at sourcing suitable candidates for the job it requires. Before putting anything forward, he has clearly done
the preparation to understand both the candidate and the hiring company’s need. He thinks from my perspective as a
candidate and takes genuine interests in what I look for to progress my future career. In addition, Stuart follows through
the process proactively with respect. It has been a smooth process base on my experience, so thank you for that!”
Candidate
“I can’t recommend Stuart enough. After I sent my CV, he almost immediately set up an interview, and then guided me
through the whole process. He was very supportive, and this helped me get the job.You are in good hands with him!”
Candidate
“I have been approached by other recruiters before, but Stuart really stands out. He carefully guided me through each
of the recruitment stages and called me before and after each interview to ensure that everything progressed smoothly.
Thanks to Stuart I was able to find a role that suits my profile just within two weeks after graduating. I would wholeheartedly recommend Stuart to anyone who is looking to hire or be hired in Quantitative Finance.”
Candidate
“It’s my pleasure to work with Stuart, an expert at what he’s doing with many important skills. Just to name a few: attention to details, professional, efficient and effective! I highly recommend Stuart.”
Candidate
‘‘Thanks to Stuart I managed to find a new job that suits my profile really quickly! He has been really helpful throughout
the process! Keep on the hard work!”
Candidate
“It was a pleasure to work with Stuart. He helped a lot during the whole interview process and successfully placed me
into a quant role. Stuart was always available to answer any question I had and was very supportive. I highly recommend
him!”
Candidate
‘‘Great person to work with. Always available to help and handles every situation in a very professional manner. Thanks
Stuart!”
Candidate
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